Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group - Final Meeting Minutes
December 14-15, 2010 at the Clarion Hotel, Anchorage, AK
Notes by Karen Mitchell; Edits by Peter Bente
Approved by WACH Working Group, December 1, 2011
Tuesday, December 14, 2010
8:45 AM
Clarion Hotel (Large Conference Room)
1. Call to Order
1a. Invocation. Mildred Black, Shungnak elder lead the invocation.
1b. Approval of Agenda. Motion to approve agenda by: Charles Saccheus; Seconded by John
Schoen; motion carries by voice vote.
1c. Announcements. Peter Bente, Agency Representative to WG goes over the table of contents
in the Meeting Binder. There are 224 pages of materials for the meeting. Please look over
contact information on pages 10-13 so we can make corrections.
1d. Introductions. (around the table)
1e. Membership actions. Members Present: Ted Frankson, Sally Custer, Mike Adams, Tom
Gray, John Schoen, Elmer Seetot Jr , Larry Bartlett, Benedict Jones, Ron Moto, Pollock Simon
Sr, Frank Kavairlook, Cyrus Harris, Tom Liebscher, Verne Cleveland Sr, Charles Saccheus, Roy
Ashenfelter. Seats Absent: 3. Anaktuvuk Pass, Nuiqsut; 18. Transporters (vacant); 20.
Atqasuk, Barrow, Wainwright. Quorum: Achieved with 13 Voting Chairs and 2 Alternates
present at start of meeting. Additionally, 1 Nominated Voting Chairs (Grant Klotz) and 2 Guests
(Percy Ballot, Robert Sampson) are present for seating by the WG.
Motion to seat the nominated members Grant Klotz, Percy Ballot, Robert Sampson by Verne
Cleveland Sr, Seconded by Frank Kavairlook; discussion: Percy is here representing RAC;
Robert is here representing Raymond Stoney; motion carries by voice vote.
Working Group Seat
Voting Chair
Alternate
1. Anchorage Advisory Committee. Steve Flory ............................ Grant Klotz
2. Buckland, Deering, Selawik ........ Ron Moto............................... Roger Clark
3. Anaktuvuk Pass, Nuiqsut ............ Isaac Kaigelak ....................... Esther Hugo
4. Elim, Golovin, White Mountain.. Charles Saccheus ................... Morris Nakaruk
5. Fairbanks Hunters........................ Larry Bartlett ......................... Rod Arno/Dick Bishop
6. Hunting Guides............................ Phil Driver (V Chair)............. Bob Hannon
7. Kivalina, Noatak.......................... Raymond Hawley .................. Mike Adams
8. Kotzebue...................................... Willie Goodwin ..................... Cyrus Harris
9. Koyukuk River ............................ Pollock Simon Sr................... Jack Reakoff
10. Lower Kobuk River..................... Verne Cleveland Sr ............... Raymond Stoney
11. Middle Yukon River.................... Benedict Jones ....................... vacant
12. Point Hope and Point Lay ........... Ted Frankson ......................... Steve Oomituk
13. Nome ........................................... Roy Ashenfelter (Chair) ........ Ralph Anungazuk
14. Conservationists .......................... John Schoen........................... Wendy Loya
15. Northern Seward Peninsula ......... Elmer Seetot Jr. ..................... Christine Komanaseak
16. Reindeer Herders Association ..... Tom Gray .............................. Herb Karmun
17. Southern Seward Peninsula ......... Frank Kavairlook................... Al Unok
18. Transporters................................. vacant..................................... vacant
19. Upper Kobuk River ..................... Sally Custer ........................... William Bernhardt
20. Atqasuk, Barrow, Wainwright..... Enoch Oktollik ...................... Oliver Peetook
Guest Seated at Table ........................ Percy Ballot (Buckland)
Guest Seated at Table ........................ Robert Sampson (for Raymond Stoney)
Yellow text = present; italic print are newly confirmed members; Strike-out text = not present
Green text -= excused; Blue text = vacancy
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2. Caribou Round Table.
Roy Ashenfelter: This is the second year in a row we got caribou in August, about 80 miles
North of Nome. I got 7 caribou (4 hunters in the party) and we were fortunate to get the caribou
early in the season. The caribou were prime and healthy. We had been hearing about caribou
sightings throughout the summer and fall and felt fortunate to find them.
Robert Sampson: Not fortunate this year. We usually get caribou in August. Kobuk River, they
did get a few and gave them away thinking they’d get more, but never did. Doesn’t know why
the caribou re-routed this year.
Charles Saccheus: Elim east of the Darby’s no caribou in the area. We went further up north to
the peninsula, no caribou this year in that area. Having a hard time finding meat.
Verne Cleveland: Caribou were in the area, couldn’t get to them, thin ice; will probably go down
by Buckland area, since conditions are good enough to travel.
Cyrus Harris: From Sisaulik to wait like Verne, for the caribou to come by; did get a few from
Sisaulik, enough to get by on.
Frank Kavairlook: Same report as Elim area, haven’t seen caribou for awhile, just waiting for
them.
Pollock Simon Sr: We haven’t seen caribou for a few years, gas is $7 per gallon. Allakaket,
some weren’t as fortunate to get a moose, so hoping to get a caribou and that would be better for
them.
Ron Moto: Last week 100k caribou started passing by Deering. Lots of female look small, don’t
know why, bulls look good, good luck to the hunters.
Benedict Jones: Nothing to report on caribou, haven’t seen any since 1994. Huslia area got some
caribou last year. Did have moose season this fall, an extended season 5 days later and everyone
got their moose this year.
Larry Bartlett: In normal years, Fairbanks hunters have access to the caribou, but it’s down now.
In normal years they’d hunt (about 15-18 groups total) spread out in GMU 26A. Some things are
changing for sport hunters—ASRC land exchange is final, so access from GMU 26A is restricted
from Krupa River, this extremely limits the use of the area. Some other changes are transporter
compliance concerns. GMU 23 transporters had to take a course to handle game meat in the
field. Compliance is good (according to Troopers). For hunter behavior, I started a hunter
education program several years ago to reduce wanton waste and that has been an aggressive
attack and successful. Cost of hunting the herd is $3-4/gallon gas to reach the WAH from
Fairbanks, Coldfoot or Bettles. I’ve noticed climate change is affecting the herd which is
limiting sport hunting opportunities. Noticing caribou are staying up in the hills longer from
August 15-30, hard to find caribou in large numbers, the migration pattern is different.
Transporters claim that caribou showed up late September to early October. Non local harvests
are down, since fewer folks are accessing Central Herd due to the NSB permits and ASRC. User
conflicts seem to be reduced, maybe because of recent regulation changes for sport hunting.
Elmer Seetot: Late snow conditions and early spring break up prevented harvest. Talked to a
guide/hunter from Shishmaref and he said caribou that are usually on the Northern Seward
Peninsula are down (lower in number). Caribou were spotted in the local reindeer herd at Teller,
so we know that caribou are infiltrating through. Spring break-up keeps them from going out
hunting until March or April.
John Schoen: I didn’t go North, Jim Dau shared caribou steaks and I worked on scoping area
plan.
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Tom Gray: Caribou came late to Seward Peninsula. If folks are watching the WAH map the
main movement RHA is worried about, has slowed down a little bit.
Mike Adams: Slow season, nothing has come through the Noatak Valley that they are aware of.
Lots of hunters went up the river and found that caribou are in the hills, up high. We could spot
small bands up there—insect relief area—the caribou are staying up there late. It’s a 2-day ride
from Noatak to get to where caribou were. No caribou went to their valley. Bunch of hunters are
gearing up to go see Ron (Deering).
Cyrus Harris: Seeing pretty healthy animals this year, coming from Deering, coming from up
north.
Ted Frankson: Caribou are not too good this year, only got a few; Fall weather got wet and cold
and will make it hard for the caribou; had problem with hunters down south. Every year for the
last 20 years, hunters come in and chase the caribou out and we are getting tired of that. It’s
been going on longer than that, but 20 years is what I’ll say now. Hope something can get
worked out, because we like to eat too. Most hunters got what they need, but will be a tough time
this winter. Need to solve the problem with hunters.
1d. Introductions. (around the meeting room)
Tom Liebscher (NPS)
Brandon Saito (FWS)
Bob Schneider (BLM)
Brittany Sweeney (FWS)
Lon Kelly (BLM)
Wendy Loya (Wilderness
Geoff Carroll (ADF&G)
Society, Alternate Chair)
Shelly Jacobson (BLM)
Dave Yokel (BLM)
Tim Hammond (BLM)
Lincoln Parrett (ADF&G)
Jim Dau (ADF&G)
Carol Staab (BLM)
Golovin School:
Laurie Thorpe (BLM)
Nick Burrell
Nikki Braem (ADF&G)
Robert Moses, Jr
Ken Stenek (Shishmaref)
Thomas Amaktoolik
Ryan Wilson (Wilderness
Charlie Gregg (NAB)
Society)
George Oviatt (BLM)
Alice Adams (Noatak)
Shishmaref School:
Nicki Jones (Shungnak)
Henry Jones
Mildred Black (Guest
Mike Eutuk
Elder, Shungnak)
Clarence Weyiouanna
Geoff Beyersdorf (BLM)
Henry Ahgupuk
Heather Rice (NPS)
Kyle Joly (NPS)
Laura Greffenius (FWS)
Tina Moran (FWS)
Scott Miller (NPS)
Lee Anne Ayres (FWS)
Barb Atoruk (FWS-OSM)
Anne Orlando (FWS)
Mary McBurney
Rosie Barr (NANA)
(Kotzebue NPS)

Enoch Shiedt (Kotzebue)
John Erlich (BLM)
Michael Baffrey (DOI)
Donald Mike (FWS)
Spencer Reardon (FWS)
Melanie Smith (Audubon)
Taqulik Hepa (NSB)
Earl Kingik (Anchorage)
Rex Synder (Anchorage)
Doug Ballou (BLM)
Archana Bali (UAF)
Darcie Warden (Alaska
Wilderness League)
Pamela Miller (Northern
Alaska Environmental
Center)
John Trent (FWS)
Jobe Chakuchuk (NPS)
Lois Epstein (Wilderness
Society)
Henry Huntington (Guest
Speaker).
Cynthia Callivroussi

5. Reports (moved from 11:00 AM agenda schedule)
5a. Executive Committee. Peter Bente: In attendance by teleconference were 5 working group
committee members and me. Action was to review and submit comments to BLM Planning
process to NPRA, this was done in September. An 11-page Scoping Comments Letter, signed by
the Chair, was sent to Bureau of Land Management (see pg 184ff in Meeting Binder).
Discussion of this letter will be during the NPR-A session tomorrow. In concept, the comments
were to preserve and recommend protection of key areas used by the herd, calving, insect relief
and winter habitat. This has been the ‘theme’ for several years from this group about these
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topics. BLM did a Kobuk Seward Peninsula Planning Process and these areas were identified
then. This is just another support letter of those areas.
5b. Resources Development Committee. John Schoen will give report tomorrow afternoon
during NPR-A Planning Overview.
3. Guest Elder – Mildred Black, Shungnak.
Mildred explains that since she was small, there were no caribou. Early in July, the families
would hunt for meat, she didn’t know about caribou [back] then. The elders talked about it, but
she didn’t see anything. One of her sisters went out and talked about caribou, called tutu. The
oldest girl looked for rifle and found a 22 caliber but found we had only one shell-- that’s how
poor they were long time ago. She went out and shot the caribou right there and we were able to
eat lots of meat, because [before] they didn’t eat meat for a long time. It was a lucky day. They
only fish because there were no caribou. Then in the late 1940s, my Uncle and brother started to
hunt caribou and saw lots of caribou. It was September or October (1940s). We girls started
learning how to skin, how to sew, how to take care of caribou skins. Long time ago, Uncle would
go to Noatak River to get thin leggings-the short hair leggings on caribou body to use for a
parkie. For mittens and stuff like that, we tried to get sinew. Now we use store-bought sinews.
Mom tells us how to care for the sinew, from the legs, pull sinew for waterproof mukluks. Legs
sinews are tough for waterproof, easy to break, but only kind they used when they started
sewing. She learned how to sew when she was small. One time-- a bad day, her mom was
teaching her how to make mukluks from the bottom up. “Mom, look, I put on the bottom”…She
looked at them and had her take it off, and she fixed the bottom. I’m tired of sewing right now.
Caribou are real important because those are the only mukluks they used. We didn’t have any
money to buy shoes. At Christmastime, the ones who have kids made mukluks for all of their
kids, sometimes 4-5 kids. They use every part of the caribou; for ulu handle, scraper, knife
handle out of horns. Use caribou for everything, they don’t throw anything away. Now, people
just take the meat and not the skins because there is so much caribou. Now they waste because
we can buy from stores. Caribou is very good food they can eat. I have lots of stuff to tell about
caribou-- how they fix it, how they make food. If somebody could write it down, I could tell
you. We eat all caribou; don’t throw any part of it away. Could use hooves for earrings, that’s
why caribou are really important to get right now. You’re lucky now to get caribou around here.
I’m from Shungnak, raised in Shungnak until 6 yrs old. Didn’t go to school much, no house in
town and we made sod house in camp. Uncle and brother always hunt for fur. That is how I
learned—listened to elders, that’s good. They learned what to eat. When you kill caribou in
wintertime, eat frozen meat and eat with seal oil. We would put caribou under snow, mixed with
seal oil, and no cutting. That is how we would cook the meat. You can eat frozen meat this way,
it becomes cooked while under the snow. Sometimes when you eat it, it’s real good, just like
sugar. The ‘bible’ is good to eat too. Her kids will fight over the ‘bible’. Blood and fat make
[agutuk], like Eskimo ice cream. Buttocks are good too. We go to Noatak to get caribou—
Shungnak people didn’t have anything, so went to Noatak.
Sack next to stomach is called [??] (nobody knows what it’s called), and they put the buttocks
inside that. Even use the fat of the caribou bones. Boil it slowly for 2-3 days. Fat from bones is
a delicacy that elders eat and share amongst themselves. She was thinking earlier that she
wanted to make treats, but she didn’t have a rock hammer. It’s a rock tied to a stick, it is heavy
and used to smash the bones.
We eat the caribou head, you cook it with skin on it, boil it whole, and when done, turn it and
cool it and pull off the fur, clean it real good and skin gets thickened like muktuk, have you tried
that? Can eat all of it. That’s why we can’t wait for caribou. When you clean [the skull] you
can see the ‘tears’ next to the nose each side. This is the Eskimo story by Robert Cleveland
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about how caribou ate people—they were cannibals. There was a little old lady and son living in
the tundra by themselves. She saw how the caribou ate her son and mourned with her people.
She went cranberry picking and knew that the caribou would take (eat) her too. So she smashed
all of the cranberries and put it on her and then the caribou went and ate her. Now the bitterness
of the cranberries caused the caribou teeth to fall out. This caused the tear pockets on each side
of their nose. One day the caribou will get all of their teeth back.
Mildred comes from very traditional family. When they want to use the traditional words, they
will ask her. In her family, she is the oldest left and has a younger sister. She knows the Inupiat
language and lifestyle of the past.
Discussion. Benedict Jones: Caribou skinning? Mildred: Shows him how to skin the hindquarter and the legs to make the mukluk. Even the caribou skin make white and red caribou skin
out of it. Use alder willows to make red dye. Mukluks have caribou lining on inside. After you
make the mukluk, put seal oil on it to make them waterproof. I’ve been teaching 30 years at
Shungnak School “how to make mukluk, parky, and beaver hat”. Only one girl makes parky and
mukluk for her son. The school calls her so she can show the kids how to skin the furbearer—
otter, beaver, seal, caribou.
BREAK: 10:00 – 10:20 AM
4. Guest Speaker – Henry Huntington speaking on Traditional Knowledge.
Traditional knowledge is past info and future info in ecological context. In Elim, I learned about
the correlation between beluga and beaver through elders sharing their traditional knowledge.
When thinking of time depth, science doesn’t go back that far. In Savoonga, there was a gap in
whaling for 100 years. They stopped going to south side of the island until 1970s. No one was
alive who had gone whaling, when they started up again. They had all of the Traditional
Knowledge to stay safe when going whaling and knew what to do because of the TEK, passed
down. Another example is the chitin and sea otter food, they cling to the rocks. There was a time
when when electricity came and when people got freezers to freeze foods, when food
preservation changed. TEK kept the knowledge about chitin and sea otter from disappearing.
Another thing is not too many scientists are out year-round, but lots of hunters are out yearround. They help fill in the record of what is going on year-round. We have measurements on
sea ice, a lot of satellite images are available, but not lots of observations from people on the
ground. Ice is melting from the underneath surface, from the bottom upwards. On the underside
of the ice, science doesn’t know a lot about. It’s important to raise questions, like in a meeting in
Northern Quebec: why are the stomachs full of shrimp instead of little fish? Hunter (Peter)
harvested lots of seals 60+ and could see the difference, why? It is important to keep in mind
asking the right questions, asking the right questions and get back to the folks who contributed.
Don’t skew the results with too many questions. Some experience with Porcupine Caribou Herd
in Canada, the questions became cumbersome, it limited the ability to follow-up. If it becomes a
disappointment to folks, they may not be willing to participate again.
Discussion. Benedict Jones: Talked about seal eating shrimp. My friend from Unalakleet
reported 5 years ago that the seal have less oil than 30 years ago. One seal used to give enough
oil for the winter. Now they have to kill four seals. Is that the seal’s feed or climate change?
Henry: Don’t know why, climate change is the obvious culprit, but it may be the result of other
factors too. These types of observations would not be known if it weren’t for hunters.
Jim Dau: Are you aware of other models, like this work group, where they have round tables
and talk about things? Is there a data master – are their other models? Henry: I don’t know of
any model groups; Beluga whale [committee] does some, doesn’t know of another model that
takes it this far. You need to be systematic; need to be careful that you’re getting a reasonable
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sample of people. He thinks it would be possible to set up a database, to get this information
over time. He mentioned yesterday [to Technical Committee] ELOKA that is providing highlevel help in setting up a database.
Tom Gray: I sit on the Beluga Committee, they do break out into groups. Thus, they’re storing
this information somewhere. It is a good pool, but there are still a lot more beluga hunters than
are sitting at the table. There are gaps and holes. I appreciate Henry’s consistency about
capturing information.
Tom Liebscher: Next year, his staff has a TEK project ready to present at the meeting. We’ve
been fortunate in getting crucial TEK to the committee that he’s working at. We could have
Dave Krupa to come to the meeting. He is in the 2nd of 3- year project.
John Schoen: The caribou round table is interesting. How do we document that? It’s in our
minutes, but how do we compare from year-to-year? Peter Bente: We have just a narrative
description to date, not categorized in any way. John: Maybe we could have a break-out session
with the caribou members and Henry Huntington so that we could come up with a tabular form
that could be used from year to year? [question to the group] What are the key issues that they’d
like to track from year to year; so each year we can go back and see how it related to the
previous year(s). Henry Huntington: Use a narrative format. For the one-year snapshot, it’s a
good format, but we should have more information.
Tim Hammond: Is there a way to know if the impetus comes from hunter side or scientist side
about a study? Henry Huntington: Yes, my analogy is like driving. When you first start, you
learn all you need to know, then once you have done it for years, you stop thinking about it.
Thus, there is a lot of information that folks have, but they don’t realize they have all of it. There
are lots of things we’re curious about, hundreds of questions, but can only answer three.
Charlie Gregg: A few years ago, Kotzebue did survey communities about how many caribou
they got—do you do anything like that? Would you have funding available? Henry Huntington:
I work for myself. We put in a grant to map Kotzebue.
Earl Kingik: We always have a good round table discussion. Does the WG think back to the
1994 caribou die-off when 3 thousand or more died? We don’t even know how many caribou
were drifted off on the ice. We’re still concerned about the caribou migration disturbance from
hunters, from F&G, from Feds, this group was made to protect the caribou. We are here to
discuss caribou. It is costing more money to go out and get food to feed our people in the
winters. But the 1994 die-off, we still don’t have any answers yet. We always complain about
transporters who take hikers and floaters and people who have lots of money who can afford
(gas) to go out in to the country. We know exactly when the spring or fall migration is going to
start. The WG needs to think about these documented issues and ask, the 1994 die-off, how
come the caribou died? We discovered they had rocks in their stomach, but there was lots of
food for them to eat, yet their stomachs were empty. Peter, you need to pull out that
documentation for those years. I’m concerned about the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea with start-up
again with oil production.
Roy Ashenfelter: We need to compile round-table discussion data and document it; [to Tom
Liebscher] consider having Dave Krupa come after the third year, rather than in the middle; [to
Earl Kingik] for the Pt. Hope conflict, there is a conflict working group in Unit 23—consider
using that group for your area to resolve any issues you have; the best way to resolve it is with
local input; in Unit 22, we can’t solve issues in Unit 23 or Pt. Hope; I was asked to participate
with Unit 23 user conflicts group, but I said no because the best person is to have a member from
Unit 23 – a resident who lives in that area.
Jim Dau: As we leave Henry Huntington’s presentation, we should extrapolate the round table
discussion and tabularize it.
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Roy Ashenfelter: I agree, we need to get someone with that type of expertise to organize it.
John Schoen: Perhaps members of the WG who are hunters should develop key issues and
gather folks who know how to organize data.
Tom Gray: On the Beluga Committee, when they break-out, they formed regions; when they
meet, they talked about issues pertaining to their region. I don’t want to stop round-table, but
additionally, we should break out into groups and give a report.
Roy Ashenfelter: This is suggestion for the WG, instead of the round table and changing our
agenda time—this is an opportunity to break out into round table regions for Unit 22 and Unit
23, North Slope and Athabascan groups, Fairbanks, Anchorage members and how they fit in and
participate. Think about this idea between today/tomorrow for the meeting next year. We can
maintain Caribou Round Table or break out into regional groups. When you look at the agenda,
breaking into groups would take 1-2 hours. Doing this may reduce hearing reports from other
folks. Financial decisions are considered, each day we are here, it costs (money).
Lee Anne Ayres: For this meeting we scheduled the break out time to work on the plan.
Barb Atoruk: Different region are represented here—we need to put the names of the parts of
the caribou on a picture in the different region language and in English.
Tom Gray: Would you like to do that?
Lincoln Parrett: There is an educational map of the caribou. It has been developed by Ryan
Brook and Susan Kutz from the University of Calgary, they are in charge of this project. You
can see parts of it on their web-site: http://www.ucalgary.ca/caribou/index.html
Enoch Shiedt: The round table is important and each region should report so you can hear from
different units and villages too. We need to hear what the other villages say. Some years lower
Kobuk has problem and upper Kobuk doesn’t. That is why we hear from the villages from the
round table. That is why the group was formed.
Roy Ashenfelter: We aren’t changing the round table. We will still have meeting break-out
groups and still have reports. That was my mistake, no changes to next year’s process.
Larry Bartlett: Proposes that next year we have a member present for Transporters. I have a
name to nominate and for 2 years in a row, there has been no representation.
5. Reports (continued).
5c. Technical Committee. Peter Bente presented the Technical Committee report (page 27 in the
Meeting Binder; recommendations highlighted by Editor).
The Technical Committee (TC) met on December 13, 2010 at the Clarion Suites Hotel. Present
were resource agency staff and working group members to discuss the on-going and planned
programs of study in the Western Arctic Caribou Herd. The following is a listing of meeting
highlights.
1. Attendance: Working Group: Roy Ashenfelter, Larry Bartlett, Grant Klotz (nominated),
John Schoen; Agency staff: Lincoln Parrett, Peter Bente, Karen Mitchell, Lon Kelly, Tom
Liebscher, Kyle Joly, Lee Anne Ayres, Anne Orlando, Bandon Saito, Tim Hammond, Dave
Yokel, Geoff Carroll, Grant Hilderbrand, Sandy Rabinowich, Nikki Braem, Steve Machida,
George Oviatt, John Erlich Sr, Jim Dau, Charlotte Westing, Brittany Sweeney; Visitors:
Henry Huntington, Michael Baffrey, Melanie Smith, Ryan Wilson.
2. TC Discussion and Recommendations: The following topics were discussed and this
report provides updated information to the WACH Working Group. Some topics include
recommendations from the TC.
a. Guest Speaker. Henry Huntington gave a report titled “Traditional Knowledge,
Monitoring, and Science”. Emphasis on collaborative involvement, year-round
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

observations, depth of timeline of study, asking the right questions, and providing results
back to the groups are important steps in the process to learn and apply traditional
knowledge.
Federal Programs. Michael Baffrey, Department of the Interior, gave a summary of ongoing federal initiatives being worked on by BLM, FWS, NPS that affect the WG. This
becomes an alphabet soup of names like NSSI, ACCER, LCC, Arctic Network, REA, etc.
There is much overlap in scope and content that is important to the WG and caribou, so
the WG should be engaged at a meaningful level. Based on federal program complexity
and the established history of the WG, the TC recommends that the WG contact the
Secretary of the Interior to ask how the ‘voice of the WG’ can be heard in the federal
process, as an alternative to simply providing scoping comments.
Critical Habitat. The TC discussed the importance of protecting calving grounds and
insect relief habitat for the herd. Since there is new leadership at ADF&G Commissioner
level, the TC recommends that more detailed biological information and justification be
prepared by including private land managers, legislators, and other affected parties, so a
complete package requesting Critical Habitat Area (CHA) can be resubmitted to
ADF&G.
Website Development. The proposed design looks good and if approved, the agencies
have selected a team to keep needed information updated in a timely manner.
Suggestions for additional options or links for the proposed website would include: more
TEK, more education, links to hunting regulations, links to CARMA, and generalized
descriptions of ‘where are the caribou’. The TC believes the WG should decide the
content, scope, and details of the website to meet the needs of the WG and the intended
users (audience).
Management Plan: Population Management. The TC reviewed the proposed plan
developed by agencies and recommends that it be simplified by moving the management
actions to an appendix. The five population levels could be reduced to four levels and
linked to harvest recommendations so they are easier to understand. Since this is quite a
bit of new information for the WG to consider, it may require more time for full
discussion and revision.
Harvest Plan. The TC discussed the complexities of federal and state laws regarding
caribou hunting and the requirements for subsistence priority if, (or when) the herd gets
low in size. The TC recommends that the WG create a group or committee to work on
developing a ‘Harvest Management Plan’ that can be a more detailed step-down process
of generalized harvest recommendations presented in the Population Management section
of the PLAN. The work of the group could be reported back to the WG at the next
annual meeting.
Snow Studies. Anne Orlando from Selawik NWR presented an outline of objectives and
procedures for studies of snow in relation to the herd. The TC commends FWS for taking
the steps to begin snow studies and recommends that the hunters or users be involved in
the discussion of study design, and that the WG be involved in helping to identify the
important questions or objectives to be considered by this project.
Caribou Maps. On a regular basis, ADF&G creates full range-wide satellite collar maps
with real-time locations for agency managers and approved requests to the WG. Also,
the Seward Peninsula area is covered by a real-time location map posted on the ADF&G
website, as requested by the WG a long time ago to minimize impacts to reindeer herds in
Unit 22. The TC is seeking recommendations from the WG on this topic.
TEK. There was discussion about gathering TEK from people ‘who know’ before it is
too late. This is an important part of future TEK work to be considered by the WG.
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j. Herd Status. The TC discussed the importance of having the full WG be part of the
determination of the ‘condition of the herd’. Agency information will be presented to the
WG on Day 1 so the management level and condition of the herd can be evaluated by the
WG. This process benefits from all views and information being considered by the WG
(traditional, scientific, biological, other, etc.). The TC recommends that the wording in
the PLAN be revised to reflect the broad approach to evaluating the condition of the herd.
The TC meeting adjourned at 4:50 PM.
Respectfully submitted: Peter Bente, Agency Representative to the WACH WG
Discussion. Roy Ashenfelter: There are several recommendations from the TC, some
recommendations can be moved to already scheduled agenda items:
1. Webpage report (scheduled later today)
2. Federal programs; contact Secretary of Interior (cover under new business tomorrow)
3. Critical habitat request to ADF&G Commissioner Cora Campbell (cover this one ‘now’)
4. Harvest plan—group needs to be selected, (discuss during Management Plan session)
5. Feedback on caribou maps (‘maps’ are scheduled later today, ‘Status of Herd’ report)
6. Recommendation on herd status, (could be handled this afternoon)
Tom Gray: There is a proposal that the RHA and caribou are together. It’s a proposal that the
reindeer land be removed if there aren’t reindeer and (heads-up) I’m going to oppose that.
Roy Ashenfelter: This should be worked out with reindeer herders or landowners and Unit 22,
not here.
Tom Gray: We need to include members and landowners who are within the WAH range, we
want to add more data, take more information to the state to consider making the critical habitat
area a critical habitat use area, this letter to new ADF&G Commissioner. Note that Larry Davis
tried to get this done 20-30 years ago and was shot-down. Both animals use the same feed) Roy:
Before the letter goes to the State, we’ll show letter to all WG members to allow an opportunity
for them to comment.
Motion to move letter to ADF&G Commissioner on critical habitat to the Resource Development
Committee by Tom Gray; seconded by Verne Cleveland.
Discussion. Earl Kingik: How many [WG members] are selected by Tribe to represent the WG?
The tribe has government to government relationships, we have the power to talk to the
government. State of Alaska has jurisdiction on tribal land. This may hurt our way of life that
we have had for thousands of years. Need to ask our tribe, is this good for you? As tribes, you
need to take a good look at this. Need to talk to tribes before you make any decision. Under
President Obama, tribes will have the authority to govern themselves, be sovereign. My
question: Does the State of Alaska have jurisdiction?
Roy: [to Ted Frankson] in Pt. Hope, when you receive the letter, make sure to take it to the IRA.
When you receive the letter, you have 10 days to get your response back to the WG. Motion
carries by voice vote.
6. Agency Reports (starting at 11:20 AM)
6a. ADF&G, Peter Bente. (pg 28 in Meeting Binder). I serve as the Management Coordinator,
there are two lead biologists, Jim Dau in Kotzebue is our dedicated WAH Biologist and Lincoln
Parrett in Fairbanks is the Teshekpuk Caribou Herd biologist. We have Area Biologists: Geoff
Carroll, Barrow; Charlotte Westing, Kotzebue; Tony Gorn, Nome; and Phillip Perry, Bethel.
We support the WAH with Survey and Inventory activities and we have budget line items to
cover expenses for the Working Group, these meetings, logistics and travel, and associated work
that we do. We have three staff who work directly with the WG: Administrative Assistant
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Karen Mitchell in Nome who assists with taking notes, building binders; Meghan Nedwick in
Kotzebue, who is on maternity leave now, is our Educational Associate who develops Caribou
Trails Newsletter and other educational outreach; and me (Peter Bente) as the Agency
Representative to the WG with dedicated two months of funded staff time. The State also
supports the WG with money to bring students to the Onion Portage collaring project, the Unit
23 User Conflict Group. These department activities are related to the WG.
6b. BLM, Shelly Jacobson. (handout provided). Thanks to WG and Chair for time to give my
report. I’ll be the designated speaker for several BLM offices. The new State Director is Bud
Kribley. He was here at your meeting, but had to leave. BLM has offices that cover the WAH
range: Arctic Field Office for the North Slope and Petroleum preserve; Northern Field Office for
interior (Allakaket); Anchorage Field Office and south through lower part of the herd’s range.
First topic is reindeer grazing program, lead by the Anchorage Field Office, this covers two
range areas. BLM is working under assistance agreement with UAF Reindeer research to install
exclosures to figure out the negative impacts before they install (more) exclosures. We are
working with UAF to develop a monitoring protocol. Also working with herders and DNR to
generate [maps?] of ranges.
Planning projects. Squirrel River Planning Area: this is a big issue, there is user conflict here;
I’ve participated with the Unit 23 User Conflict Group. We just started a planning process and
will finish this task in 2012. Another planning project is NPR-A, redoing their plans this year,
Lon Kelly will give update on NPRA during that session. Rapid Ecological Assessment REAs;
this is a new initiative. Within the next 18 months a contractor is pulling together data into a
common data base so we can understand climate change and use this tool in BLM’s decision
making.
Caribou program. We have two satellite collars for Jim Dau to deploy at Onion Portage, but
only one was deployed. We hope to have staff to work with Onion Portage folks in the future.
Our budget is limited this year. When Congress doesn’t pass a budget, they put BLM on a short
financial leash because of politics. Some of the extra money we requested may not be available.
We’re looking at other options. We want to re-visit and re-read the long-term vegetation
transects and add data to that database. If congress doesn’t pass the budget, then we won’t have
funds to do it. We’ve requested funding for a weather station in the WAH range. This might not
happen.
Permits. [handout] Recreation permit(s) are issued to Commercial Guides, now we also issue to
transporters. Now we keep track of the guides and the area, where they drop their clients in the
field. There isn’t any active mining going on in the region; but there is exploratory sampling
toward Red Dog by Zazu?. Guide-use area [handout] depicts which guides and their area; there
are 8 guides.
We’re writing the Squirrel River Plan and Fire Management Plan for the winter range, including
about fires for 1946-2009 [handout]. 2010 ranks 16th with the amount of acreage that burned,
ranks 11th with most burned in the winter range. We want to divide area into smaller fire
management area to create goals and strategies for each smaller area.
We also have a winter trail marking program for safety purposes, it is being developed and
worked on.
Discussion. Tom Gray: What about road to Nome? It will have impacts. Does BLM have a
position on this? Shelly Jacobson: doesn’t know if we have a position. The agency process is to
write plans and follow what is in the plan. The road is identified in the Kobuk-Seward Plan. An
important aspect is working with local members to make sure their opinions are included.
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Enoch Shiedt: There is user conflict at Squirrel River, people need to harvest the caribou before
the transporters and outfitters kill caribou. As example, the State can open or close fisheries if
escapement hasn’t happened according to their levels. Agencies have authority to close land if
the caribou don’t come. After a tundra fire (burn), it takes 50+ years for moss to return.
Landowners should be able to open or close their (own) land.
6c. FWS, Lee Anne Ayres. (pg 30-45 in Meeting Binder) Selawik refuge update: the
community of Selawik, enjoyed 8th year of science culture camp. It’s a partnership with IRA,
community school and Refuge. Kids participated in a caribou hunt which included the stalking,
hunt, and processing of the caribou Almost the entire school goes through the program,.
Another project we support is the monitoring of caribou by satellite collars. In addition we
provided $12,000 for students to attend this meeting. We have begun working with Jim Dau on
how to monitor snow conditions on caribou winter range and will try to tackle this project. Anne
Orlando just joined the staff, along with Brandon Saito. We’re continuing to provide the
publication on traditional knowledge created with the Selawik elders. Tina Moran and Lee Anne
are helping with revising the WG Management Plan. Another new staff member is Brittany
Sweeney, she will be working with Meghan Nedwick on the web design. Selawik Refuge is
revising the plan for the Refuge. It was originally done in 1987; we just completed the summary.
In the binder is a summary of the management plan with revisions. It is a new look at Refuge
goals, plan issues, and a management plan of how to address key issues; managing guides and
transporters, ATV, shelter cabins, trail markings, management of the Hot Springs, dog/snow
sleds on the Refuge, public usage. The comment period ends until January 15, 2011. New
additions to the plan involve incorporating climate change and a strong focus on partnerships.
For Refuge to be successful, partnerships in the community on and around the refuge are
essential.
6d. NPS, Tom Liebscher, Chief of Culture and Natural Resources and Greg Dudgeon, Gates
Superintendent. (handout) Personnel updates- Mary McBurney introduced herself. Minimum
timeframe placed on the NPS Superintendent for 3 years now. National Park Service will hire a
Native liaison. 565 tribes are meeting in Washington, DC. The position received 75 applicants.
Climate and weather is a significant data gap identified by NPS. NPS is planning on installing
weather stations in NW Alaska and is currently doing an Environmental Assessment of this
project. They should have the comments compiled by late January; installation of climate
stations would be May-June 2011. At the NSSI (North Slope Science Initative) meeting, an
emerging issue is caribou. Caribou is the glue of the north. Tomorrow Jobe Chakuchin will give
a report. Also, you will hear from DOT/PF regarding the proposed road across the Kobuk Boot.
NPS is doing water quality studies in relation to the proposed road. Jobe will address these
matters. These groups will also meet in Ambler, Kobuk, and Shungnak. NPS participated in
Onion Portage and provided $175,000 for GPS collars which have been deployed. We have a
plan to make good use of the data. NPS received their financial support to the WG, we were
successful with providing $18K this year to support the annual meeting. We have an open
agreement with F&G for incidental collars, aviation, etc.; account has about $7,000 to be used.
LUNCH 12:10- 1:50 PM
7. WAH Herd Report (technical difficulties caused late start)
7a. Report by Jim Dau, ADF&G. (pages 46-61 in Meeting Binder; Editor: see presentation
slides on following pages)
We have WAH census results from 1970-2009. We counted 401,000 caribou July 2009 [Editor:
due to counting errors, ADF&G released a revised count of 348,000 in April 2011]. This is up a
little bit from 2007 when there was 337,000 caribou. I think we undercounted in 2007. Of all the
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graphs I show you, this graph of census numbers is the most important. Data goes back to 1970.
Year 2003 is the peak, and we have 2 censuses since the herd topped out, and it has started
downward. We’re seeing a 4% annual decline. We’re not seeing anything as bad as we did in
1970.
Graph of Calves and Cows during June (calving) October & Spring (April-May). Calf survival
rate has been going down. How many calves hit the ground isn’t as important as how many
calves survive. This has been going on all the way back to early 1980s.
Graph of Recruitment vs. Adult Cow Mortality. Calf survival has been going down, adult cow
mortality has been going up; This shows that the herd started to decline in 2003.
Graph of Fall Bull:Cow Ratio 1976-2010. Bull:cow ratio has been going down---shows the
importance of gathering long-term data.
Graph of Fall Calf:Cow Ratio & Population size: The calf ratio has been going down before the
herd size started declining.
Graph of Fall Bull:Cow Ratio & Population Size. Roughly 10 yrs before herd peaked in 2003,
we started seeing a decline in the bull:cow ratio.
Harvests. no data from 2010; like last year, lots of folk said ‘hard time getting caribou’; 2009 &
2010 are bad years.
Average Annual WAH Subsistence Harvest by GMUs. The majority of harvest comes out of
Unit 23, about 10,000 per year, in most years from the fall. In 2009-2010 I think the harvest will
be way down. Enoch: Kivalina maybe got one caribou this fall. When caribou come late, folks
shift from taking bulls to cow (in October, the bulls start getting stinky)
WAH Harvests by visiting hunters 2009-10. Most harvest is out of Unit 23.
WAH Number of Visiting Hunters by Residence. The change to one caribou bag limit for
nonresidents or the national economy is what is caused decline in non-resident hunting. I think it
is more the economy than bag limit.
Mike Adams: About the calf mortality slide, have you noticed more wolves, bears having three
cubs and more eagles? Jim Dau: I’ve been impressed with the number of wolves seen in the last
few years. I didn’t used to think that wolves were the problem, but now as I’ve been flying
around, there are a lot of wolf on caribou—so this is changing my thinking.
2010 Collaring Project. 19 SAT F&G, 5 VHF F&G, 15 GPS NPS, 1 SAT BLM; it was harder
getting caribou collared this year, there were lots of hunters and not many caribou.
Blood Collections. We collected blood from 62 animals.
Health Assessment. ADF&G Veterinarian Kimberlee Beckman came and did health assessment.
Preliminary results and direct observation of body conditions, caribou appeared healthy; we did
see more tapeworms. Doesn’t look like disease is a negative factor, range is available. Blood
sera have higher level of viruses than they expected. Conclusion, no change from 2007; health
assessment is a good project to do with the kids, they’re really interested. Alina Evans came too.
The percentage of WAH testing positive for Brucellosis since 1960s is steadily going down. Of
the animals handled at OP during September (skinny or very skinny), we’re seeing fewer skinny
animals.
Fall calf weights. We’ve been weighing calves for 3 years. The average September male calf
weights have gone up. Tom Gray: Does warmer weather affect weight? Jim Dau: In hot years,
the bugs have been amazing and it has to affect caribou in lots of way. There are lots of calves
and no mom. In tough insect years, big groups of caribou run in place and there is separation
between cows and calves, so that’s an effect, but it’s hard to measure.
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Body condition of caribou generally good. The jaw collection is continuing; Cyrus Harris
brought in lots of jaws and helped measure them. We have jaws from bulls and cows. The age
of bulls from collections in 1997-2010 is after age 8 the age drops off; the oldest we’ve gotten is
12 years. I’ve had 1 cow up about 20 years. The jaws from old caribou are really important--lots of caribou have lumpy jaw-impacted teeth. Tom Liebscher: Is there a diet change due to the
wearing of the teeth? Jim Dau: We’re not collecting feces, so I don’t know the answer about
diet.
Unit 23 User Conflict process summary. We are requesting the Department of Occupational
Licensing to merge their data with ADF&G harvest data. DNR is on their overhaul of the
process. The user group provided suggestions to Meghan about the content of the state pilot
orientation. We encourage enforcement staff from all agencies to conduct pre-hunting season
coordination meeting. User group meetings have continued and since 2006 the levels of conflict
have been going down (because of the national economy, not regulation) Bob Schneider, last
week attended Big Game Commercial Services board meeting: roundtable discussion, dealing
with how to change the existing guide/transporters.
Herd Movements/Summer/Spring/Fall---fall map depicts that this herd is more spread-out than
other years
Discussion. Mike Adams: The fires we had his summer, does that affect movement of the
caribou in the fall? Jim Dau: I don’t know. Kyle Joly: If the fires are small, the caribou will go
right through them. John Erlich: Population size issue, caribou are in good shape now, is this
predation? Jim Dau: I think it is, at the Technical Committee meeting for years I’ve been saying
we don’t have good numbers on snow and we also don’t have information on wolves and bears
(predators). Tom Liebscher: We did a new bear study; 1900 sq miles/66 adults and 26 less than
2 yr olds. Jim Dau: That’s twice as many bears than 2008.
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[Editor: end of presentation slides by Jim Dau, ADF&G]
7a (continued). Report by Bob Sutherland and Jim Dau, ADF&G. (pages 62-69 in Meeting
binder) From satellite collar location data, we measured speed and amount of distance caribou
moved during periods of the year. The first chart is median speed (of movement) compared to
time of year. This helped determine seasonal periods of movements in the annual caribou cycle:
winter; spring migration; calving, post-calving; insect aggregation; summer; and fall. The chart
shows calendar dates of each period. The next chart shows directional movement in a compass
rosette direction with each ring a 5% increase. The color is speed of movement (km/hr): blue is
slow, orange is medium, red is fast. The last chart shows the median location of the herd on each
day of the 7 seasonal periods determined for the herd.
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[Editor: end of presentation slides by Sutherland and Dau, ADF&G.]
Discussion. John Schoen: Potentially, you could lump that data by decade? Bob Sutherland:
Yes.
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7b. Report by Kyle Joly, NPS. [Editor: see presentation slides on following pages.]
These are the locations of GPS collars from September 2009 to August 2010. We had 39 collars
deployed; they traveled ~2,000 miles; 70% went into Bering Land Bridge during the winter, all
collared animals came through Noatak, 87% through Gates of the Arctic. There are 40,000 GPS
locations from the collars.
Discussion. Tom Gray: Using this resource, the more we know, the better off we will be. Elmer
Seetot: There were a lot of caribou that took off with the reindeer. Are a lot of the caribou part of
the reindeer stock? There has been a lot of wolf placement. Kyle Joly: I’ve talked to Greg
Finstad of the reindeer program and he didn’t think this was likely. Tom Gray: 1-3,000 near
Shishmaref that are staying there, we need to learn a little more about those animals. There is a
large caribou group in Espenberg near Krupa River. Roy Ashenfelter: There is no big river to
cross in Unit 22 for collaring; there is an [aerial] netting process; we need to be open minded
about doing what is possible to collar animals. This opportunity is there and we need to be open
to what we need to do to get the information. Jim Dau: The caribou maps show caribou
movement with monthly maps, this information is similar to what we’ve seen already.
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[Editor: end of presentation slides by Kyle Joly, NPS.]
7c. Caribou map discussion (deferred to 8d Web-page, later today)
Announcement: Group photo tomorrow during break
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8. Web-page Report by Brittany Sweeney, FWS (starting at 4:00 PM)
8a. Test Drive the Webpage. (pages 71-75 in Meeting Binder)
Website address is: www.WesternArcticCaribou.org
8b. Logo. This is the web-site logo.

8c. Discussion. Ron Moto: How long does it take to download the newsletter? Tom Gray:
Personally, I have 3-4 websites and they all load differently. Who is going to maintain the site?
Brittany: The person developing the site is building it with user friendly software so either
Meghan (ADF&G) or I can make changes from our desks in Kotzebue. There is a handout for
you to answer with questions, you can vote with the form attached to the handout. Ted
Frankson: The current newsletter, is that what should be on the site and then take older ones
off?
Brittany Sweeney: (pg 73-74, handout questions) Do all of the formats need to be the same? If
photo, then name and phone number or option of let others decide for themselves? Put alternate
member’s name/information on it?
Tom Gray: We’re all representing an organization or agency, so we should list contact
information. Who are folks contacting now with WAH questions? Roy Ashenfelter:
Throughout the year, we may need to tweak this. Leave the web committee as the contact and as
things change, then the web site will need to be changed. Brittany Sweeney: The best websites
are ones that are current. Ted Frankson: 4a slide votes for option B and next year, maybe C.
Brittany Sweeney: Another item on your profile page, you can have comments on there, it’s up
to you if you want comments, how often you want to update them. Roy Ashenfelter: Where
would ‘caribou roundtable’ be on this page? Brittany: It could be under the profiles. Roy
suggests linking it with hunter information.
8d. Caribou maps (deferred from 7c. WAH Herd Report - Caribou maps).
Tom Gray: Full range WAH map? Peter Bente: F&G has never made a full range map of collar
locations to release to the public, we have only made a map of Unit 22 with real time locations.
This map is a circle covering Unit 22 and is posted on the ADF&G web-site. Ted Frankson: I
don’t like caribou maps because sport hunters, guides/transporters will know where the caribou
are. John Schoen: I’m neutral, but the group should use caution on this information, as this may
cause additional user conflict. Roy Ashenfelter: There isn’t a Unit 23 map, the hunt in Unit 22 is
a winter hunt, it’s not a fall hunt. We don’t start hunting until January/February time-frame,
that’s when the caribou arrive. Tom Gray: Herder’s get their own maps from F&G, they are a
lifeline to the village. John Erlich: I’m wondering, could there be a black-out period? Roy
Ashenfelter: There already is a black-out; there isn’t any data being posted. Enoch Shiedt: With
$15/gallon gas and it takes 15 gallons to hunt, the information would be useful. Tom Gray: I
support receiving a map and Unit 23 having a map, more than 2 people should support it.
Brittany: Once this information is cut-off, does this stop inter-communication with elders and
villagers? Mike Adams: [photos with names] I agree with identifying a caribou photo with
Inupiat names and English names. Enoch Shiedt: [about maps] It should be fair if Unit 22 has
access to the map, then Unit 23 should have access too. Cyrus Harris: We should bring it back
to our people, to our IRA and Traditional Councils…let them decide. Roy Ashenfelter: There is
additional time tomorrow to finish up talking about the website topic.
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9. Cooperative Management Plan – 5 year review. (pages 76-118 in Meeting Binder)
Lee Anne Ayres: The WG is in the process of revising the 2003 plan; we’ve taken the work done
last year in the break out groups and incorporated the comments into the old plan; the Meeting
Binder has a summary of all the suggested changes from the break-out groups; you can review
the pages and see if you want this information included into the new Plan. [Editor: WG
members used a ‘working lunch’ on December 15 to review the Plan revisions.]
[End of Day 1]
Thursday, December 15, 2010
8:45 AM
Clarion Hotel (Large Conference Room)
Agenda revisions.
Roy: We are behind schedule. It looks like we’ll work through lunch, this will mean some
changes to the agenda. [Editor: the order of reports was adjusted to fit available times in the
afternoon session; Agenda topics are not in sequential sequence.]
10. Reports (continued)
10a. Video – Project Bloodtrail, Larry Bartlett. (pages 119-120 in Meeting Binder) When I
came to this group, I struggled with how to fit in, using the same herd you subsist on. There are
certain conflicts we can’t seem to work out—transporters, flying low, scaring herds, white guys
coming up to hunt for horns, hunters walking about when they go to the villages, and harassment
by villagers who don’t like the outside hunters. You have a herd that is about 500,000 strong and
there are conflict issues, and when the herd is 200,000 strong, you’ll still have issues. Thus, I’m
trying to develop a positive program to improve the way we function as a Working Group; the
possibilities with today’s technology are endless. First, I wanted to identify the problem: are
sport hunters lacking in game meat care? To answer this question, an experiment was designed
to test theories about the problem. From this, Project Bloodtrail was developed; it’s an
‘electronic’ vehicle to allow testing of the theories. Starting 12 years-ago, I made observations
that only a small percentage of hunters know about meat care. I wanted to start an action to
develop a solution. This is Phase 1 of Bloodtrail which follows 10 hunters for about 8-9 days
while they travel 170 miles on the Krupa River to Umiat 170. After the project, an abbreviated
slide show was developed to show how hunters should handle the game meat in the field. This
saves their reputation, reduces or minimizes user conflict (wanton waste). Project Bloodtrail is a
video of close observations of hunting activity: each hunting group was provided high-definition
video equipment and 8 hours of film and requested to film their journey. Two others (Larry and
Tony) followed behind to film camp areas and kill sites, the “Blood Trail” left by the hunters,
and to record environmental data such as ambient and core tissue temperatures. The process
discovered that hunters were not harvesting and processing the meat at acceptable levels.
Overall, cooling and airflow are vital to preserving game meat. Suggestions are: use
thermometers often; always provide shade for game meat; use immersion or submersion
techniques by placing meat in large plastic bags, then submerse in water to rapidly cool the meat.
Discussion. Cyrus Harris: On the idea of the problem, how about telling sport hunter’s “don’t
disturb the migration of the herd”? John Schoen: How did the hunters respond, those who didn’t
salvage meat properly? Larry Bartlett: I provided the meat that was salvaged to the hunters’
meat cache during the night. Since the meat was dog tagged, then during the after-hunt briefing,
I was able to say cache # 1 was salvaged correctly or not and xxx pounds of meat was left over.
John Erlich: Natives salvage everything (bone, organs, stomach, etc.) not just the meat; sport
hunters follow the State law, but we salvage everything. Roy Ashenfelter: This is an excellent
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start in how to preserve meat, we need to welcome this type of information which can be used to
educate.
10b. Caribou and long-term climate change, Archana Bali, UAF. (pages 121-128 in Meeting
Binder) CARMA funded this report to WG. Climate is one of the key factors that influences
caribou population and movements. This project assessed the climatology of mosquito activity
within the summer ranges of North Slope caribou herds in Alaska. The climate drivers of
mosquito activity are temperature and wind. Weather data was used to develop a ‘Mosquito
Activity Index’ (MAI) for 3-hour periods during the summer season (1 June to 31 August) for a
3- year period. From this data, spatial and temporal trends were developed for caribou herds on
the North Slope. Graph (pg 125) shows the pattern in the potential mosquito activity for the
WAH for each day of summer. I am trying to see if the insect activity in the WAH is becoming
earlier and forming a trend. Initially we’ve known that July is time of peak activity; now we are
noticing peaks in the beginning of July and then again in August.
Discussion. John Schoen: Have you seen a significant difference? Archana Bali: I need to find
a way to test these results and what would be a significant effect on the herd. Benedict Jones:
Air temperature for the last 5 years has dropped 4 degrees during the daytime. It is getting
cooler and we didn’t have lots of mosquito activity in July/August as in past year. Now, in
August, gnats come out for only 4-5 days, in previous years it was for weeks. Archana Bali: A
lot of folks are seeing a cooling instead of warming; we see that the ups and downs of mosquito
activity compare with the weather ‘up and down’ patterns; for the Teshekpuk Caribou Herd
(TCH), it is windy by the lake, but there are still ‘up and down’ patterns like the other herds on
the charts; MAI is dominated by windiness of an area; the TCH was the lowest of the herds due
to the wind. (question to group) How can we test these results? Benedict Jones: Springtime in
June used to have a lot of hailstorm, last summer, we didn’t have hail, so no berries. [question
from group]:What is the affect on climate change 50-100 years from now? Will the caribou have
the nutrition to survive on? Archana Bali: Once we can model the parameters, we can start to
track variables. Roy Ashenfelter commented that Archana did a video Voices of the Arctic
People where she interviewed lots of folks to get a snapshot of what’s happening with caribou
and how native folks take care of meat (as pointed out by Mildred yesterday) A video is
available.
10c. Changes to sport hunting season, Willie Goodwin. Deferred to next meeting due to Willie’s
excused absence.
10c. Wolf snaring, Benedict Jones. [Editor: this presentation filled the slot scheduled for
changes to sport hunting season.] Wolf snaring diagram on the Yukon River. Use #9 wire [for
the anchor] and have locks on it. I used to use Thompson snares; but they had oil on them that
the wolves can smell. When you are taking snares out in the field, you should use a clean pair of
gloves so the wolves don’t smell human scent. This is how I set a snare [demonstration]. These
locks are good; the large loop is set at 14-16” above the ground so wolf would go through it.
Smaller animal, like fox, can go under and if the loop is larger, it could snare a caribou or moose.
This snare will kill the wolf instantly (#2 doesn’t do this). Make snow machine tracks that go
back and forth and set the snare close to the ground. A 1” willow branch will hold a wolf. This
diagram shows how to have multiple snare sets –once the leader gets caught, the others will flare
out, and then the additional snares will catch those wolves. Wolves have the same route pattern,
just like humans. Wolves have their own territory and every 10 days they make their circle and
come back to their same area 2 square miles. When checking your snares, get close but stay
away from the area. If there aren’t any wolf tracks, stay away, otherwise you’ll scare them
away. If you catch the leaders, the pups will stay in that area, because they don’t know what to
do. You also need to stand away from the snare when you set it to avoid leaving your scent on it.
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Use sour seal oil, rub it on the branch and snare and wolves can smell that for a long ways away.
Wolves can stay alive a long time in a trap, that doesn’t happened with snares. That’s why we
don’t use traps anymore, just snares. If someone knew how to set snares in Port Heiden, then
they’d kill all of the wolves down there.
Discussion. Larry Bartlett: How close do you set your snares to a kill site? Benedict Jones:
From here to the wall. The wolves will circle around a kill site. I have a story of a friend who
borrowed eight snares, set them all, and got 6 wolves (from a pack of 8 wolves) and 1 fox in the
snares. Roy Ashenfelter: We should work with Benedict Jones next year to make a presentation,
since his knowledge is very good.
10d. Community harvest assessment program, Nikki Braem, Subsistence Division, ADF&G.
(handout) Harvest studies have been finalized and they will be sent to communities that were
studied in 2008-2009. Most of the field work happened in February; but not the village of
Shaktoolik, (that) happened in May (since the caribou come later). We try to talk to everyone in
the community. We don’t publish household individual data. After we gather all of the data, we
publish community data. From the surveys, we estimate of 2009 caribou harvests. Mike Adams:
Is this all harvest? Nikki Braem: No, just villagers who were residents at least nine months of the
previous year. If you want all harvest, she could provide those numbers captured from the
harvest ticket system. [report continues] Historic numbers are great for recording trends, it
doesn’t reflect contextual information, like ‘what happened in low harvest years?’ or what
happened in high harvest years?’. This is harvest some data: Ambler villagers harvest 76%
bulls/ xx % cows; Buckland village harvests 523 caribou total, 37% bulls 41% cows and 8% of
harvest couldn’t contribute to a particular location; very little harvest in the Squirrel River area;
Kiana has 80% of harvest bulls; for Kobuk, most harvest is the Kobuk River drainage heading
downstream toward Ambler, 78% bulls, 17% cows, 5% unknown; in Shaktoolik it is 66% bulls,
34% cows; in Shishmaref it is 68% bulls, 26% cows, 6% don’t recall. In general there is a lot
less recall on timing (month) data, but all communities had pretty good recall on sex of the
caribou. In the future, there are plans for NPS to fund more communities, 15 villages; and to
work towards an indexing system. Funding limits what we can do, but if we can survey a sample
of the lower Kobuk region and see that the trends are similar, then eventually we would only
need to survey one village and be able to make the assumption the indications are for all of the
region.
Discussion. Earl Kingik: How do you collect data? Nikki Braem: We go to each household
[question]: Do you ask the hunters on wanton waste? Do you see sick caribou? Nikki Braem:
Those are questions asked on the household survey. John Schoen: Is it actual harvest? Nikki
Braem: It’s an estimate. Enoch Shiedt: Note the information on harvest is pounds of caribou vs.
number of caribou. Tom Gray: This issue of pounds, it would be better to use number of
animals vs. pounds. John Trent: Do you collect information in Barrow, Kotzebue, Nome? Nikki
Braem: It’s tough to survey all villages, you’d be doing surveys for months. There are no plans
at this time to survey more (all) villages.
Announcement to group: We have two more presentations by students and then a report from
DOT on roads in western part of Alaska, then we will be working through lunch on the
Management Plan. Give your order for sandwiches to Cynthia.
10e. Golovin School Report. Students: Nick Burrell, Robert Moses, Thomas Amaktoolik. This
is our presentation for the elders and community. There were 7 students and 2 chaperones for 3
days at the Onion Portage collaring camp on the Kobuk River. Robert Moses Jr: We went
above Arctic Circle to Kobuk to learn about caribou; blood samples and during free time would
walk or relax. While waiting to collar caribou, quickly and quietly we would load up the boats.
We observed drawing of blood; watched the biologists do their thing and they’d help weigh
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calves and put collars on. If Jim (Dau) found a good caribou to do a necropsy on, Jim would kill
it with his 22 (caliber gun). They were long days. Thomas Amaktoolik: It was a good
experience seeing another part of the country. This was the first time that I grabbed a (caribou)
bull by the antlers. We talked about how far the caribou migrated and why the biologists
collected jaws; how they used bone marrow to determine the health of caribou. Caribou have
four stomachs, a big wind pipe to be able to run from their predators and breathe deeply. It is a
good program and it was cool to be that close to a wild animal.
10f. Shishmaref School Report. Students: Henry Jones, Mike Eutuk, Clarence Weyiouanna,
Henry Ahgupuk; Ken Stenek, science teacher. Shishmaref isn’t a major user of the caribou herd,
the primary use is marine mammals.
Slide show: Elders plays a vital role in the community of Shishmaref, as does the Lutheran
Church; each year the community hosts a regional meeting for the area. Shishmaref is a ’poster
child’ for climate change; folks from all over the world (scientists) are coming to study the sideeffects of climate change. Meat is important, drying on racks; second most important resource is
salmon berries to fill their freezers. Moose are present in small numbers, muskox are thriving;
caribou are available Kupuk [?] Lagoon, blueberries are picked to mix with salmon berries; not
too many cranberries to harvest. This opportunity to collar caribou was great and we are sure it
is an opportunity they won’t soon forget. Rather than being in the classroom, being out in the
field was a great way to learn. Henry Jones: The leaders [caribou] went into the water and we
let those pass, then the next group was selected to collar; we helped to hold the antlers or tail;
with feisty caribou, if you control the tail, you controlled the caribou. We learned about taking
samples. Jim gave me the responsibility of putting on a collar and I am proud that I did it right.
Mike Eutuk: We did some fishing at Onion Portage, kept some, some were released; we caught
caribou between the boats and then draw blood, put a collar on, release it, making sure calves
were released with the correct mother. Jim Dau told us the story of the big hairy man on Goose
Mountain. Geoff Carroll told us stories about polar bear in Barrow and going to the North Pole.
[Editor: Mike comes from a family of reindeer herders and whalers.] Henry Ahgupuk: We
wrestled with caribou; I ended up with one of the wildest females, took an antler to the face and
forearm and kept going. We were in the collaring boats and followed the instructions of the
biologists and we helped to collar the caribou. Veterinarian Kimberlee Beckmen was taking
samples to see if caribou had disease or viruses. We cut down a spruce tree to hang meat so
bears didn’t get it. I saw birds that I’ve never seen before, even a bald eagle and some ravens
feeding on a gut pile. Henry did a good job, even though he wasn’t a big kid; he got kicked in
the arm and took a shot in the cheek and kept on fighting , he kept a positive attitude. Clarence
Weyiouanna: We were told it would be cold and wet, so we brought proper gear. Kimberly
Beckmen (veterinarian) spinned blood in a centrifuge, then we did different tests and used
special microscope slides. The biologists took time to explain what they were doing. Students
were brave enough to take a quick dip in the water, Mike won that one. The group made the trip
fun and made the best of the situation. Staff were always positive. Ken Stenek: Thank you for
the opportunity to present this report to the Working Group.
10g. Gates of the Arctic – general management plan amendment, NPS. Deferred to a later time
today to hear report 10h at this time.
10h. Summary of Northern District Projects, Alexa Greene, ADOT&PF. (pages 137-141 in
Meeting Binder). I’m originally from Nome and now I work as an area planner in Fairbanks.
Roy Ashenfelter: Alexa, lets skip the small gravel projects and go right to the big road project(s).
Western Alaska Access Planning Study - Road to Nome. (pg 141 in Meeting Binder) We are
currently doing public meetings in almost all the villages in the study areas. The Governor said
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we want to open up western Alaska to open up resources. On the Yukon River Corridor route,
most communities want the road, but don’t want the people; pretty much, all of the communities
have said that. The contractor will talk about that during the public process to see if we will
proceed. There are three proposed routes.
Discussion. Tom Gray: The bottom line is that any road will affect my way of life; I’d rather
pay a higher cost of fuel than have a road come in and rape and pillage the village; I think about
the Unit 23 problems, and we’re going to have more problems than Kotzebue has, with a new
road. Alexa Greene: DOT has told the communities, they need to think of the corridors for the
road. The road cost estimate is 2.5 billion; it would be built in stages; State, Federal and private
money are the sources of funds; if built with State or Federal money, the road can’t be closed to
public access. Kyle Joly: What is the annual cost to maintain the road? Alexa Greene: Dalton
Highway is 15 million; two studies going on, open for public comments; there could possibly be
two roads in the future; the comment period is open until February, then everything will go into a
report to the Governor approximately March-April 2011. Tom Gray: DOT hasn’t come to
Council; will the road open year-round? Alexa Greene: Yes. [question]: Can you clarify what
law you’re executing for the public process? Alexa Greene: Public notices are posted in the
City/Corporation/IRA/US Post Office/on their website: www.westernakaccess.com. Jim Dau:
How does the State use scoping comments to go forward with the project? Alexa Greene: Some
of the questions are just yes or no responses; some are given a statistical value, broken out by
community. Ted Frankson: I would rather see the State improve airports over building a road.
Tom Gray: You should make an effort to visit all land managers as a courtesy. Mike Adams:
Last summer DOT came to Noatak and talked about building up the Red Dog Road, almost like
an ice road. Alexa Greene: That’s not part of the project ‘Western Alaska Access’. Benedict
Jones: There is a swamp area between Koyukuk and Ruby, where are you going to get all of the
material, off of the hills? Alexa Greene: They’d have to do an EAS (Environmental Area Study)
to figure that out. Verne Cleveland: For the road to reduce cost of fuel, it will be a negative
impact with people coming to their villages. Roy Ashenfelter: Next year, bring the decisionmakers to the meeting; today was a snapshot of what the state is planning; this is the first map
I’ve seen, this project is resource driven, $80 million worth of resources; the state isn’t looking at
this for the good of the people; it’s resource driven. We’re now in the 21st century, why don’t we
have roads? Next year we will get the right DOT people here to talk to us about this project.
What drives the project in Juneau is the cost; if they have the money to do this, they’re going to
do this!
10i. Foothills West/Ambler Mining District, Ryan Anderson, ADOT&PF. (pages 143 – 179 in
Meeting Binder) Foothills West Transportation Access, also named “the Road to Umiat”. In
2009 Governor Sarah Palin said “we’re going to build a road” and put DOT on an accelerated
path to determine what does it take to build a road to Umiat. We needed to know how do you
get to Umiat? What makes the most sense? Umiat is a work camp, not a community, no one
lives there year-round. Modern History of the Area: 1900-1930 the first explorers were looking
at oil seeps; 1940s research for oil amps up; 1944-50 big expeditions to Umiat from Barrow, big
project/construction, 1st pipeline study was done, how to get oil from Umiat to Livengood; 197681 more drilling programs. Purpose of the Umiat Road Project: develop transportation corridor
from Dalton Highway to Umiat; not a fancy road, but an industrial road, 30’ wide gravel surface,
design speeds of 50 mph; there are ancillary benefits, tundra burns could be monitored; large
drums are buried down by the Colville River to be cleaned up; public access to State and Federal
access lands. Material Sites: 1 material site every 10 miles; winter & summer rolligon projects.
DOT recommendation: there are 5 reasonable corridor possibilities; best route (DOT
conclusion) is the Galbraith corridor; 90 miles straight distance to Umiat; initial corridor 6 miles
wide; good access to oil/gas resources for exploration and development. The colored blocks on
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slide (pg 153, bottom) are lease-holders; we also used 2005 resources and development map to
help determine this route; geology is North-South, so it is better to choose a north-south road
than an east west road to not impact the resources; route avoids Toolik Lake and Kuparuk
Rivers; impact to 2 fewer rivers that won’t need bridges; North-South corridor is less expensive,
the ground is better; East-West crosses fine grain ground, ice in soil, costs more. Ted Frankson:
Less impact on the caribou if road were East-West. [report continues] 2010 was a good field
season effort; took material samples; yellow line (pg 159) is the proposal on how they’ll
construct the road; next step is an environmental study. Ted Frankson: This is going thru prime
caribou habitat; already suffering just from 2 roads; if you went East-West you’d be going in the
swamp which the caribou don’t like anyway. Ryan Anderson: We have a lot of work to do yet;
I’m not able to respond to the question, but any decision will be financial in nature. There are a
lot of contractors in the field performing the studies on wetlands, wildlife, habitat, fish, cultural
resources, subsistence resources. We’ve used local folks to act as subsistence monitors, bear
monitors. The ‘Road to Umiat’ is the furthest along of all of the roads. (pg 165) Next steps are
permits/info from: Corps of Engineers, EPA, USFWS, BLM, Coast Guard, DNR, DEC, DFG,
NSB, ASRC; US Army Corps is the lead; we’re going to proceed on the EIS process; could be
ready to construct in spring 2013; finished in 2016. www.foothillsroad.alaska.gov
Discussion. [question about dust]: What kind of chemical would be used to minimize the dust?
[answer]: Calcium chloride because it’s the cheapest; there is a new chemical, Ek35; the general
consensus is it’s the dust that is the hazard. Ryan Anderson: The purpose of project is access to
resources--not just a road project; part of the deal is a pipeline, will probably happen; a stated
goal is access to the Gubik gas fields. Paul Karczmarczyk (DOT): We have comments from
folks in the villages (some folks wanted the road, some folks don’t want a road coming to their
village); there are all kinds of issues on the table. Pollock Simon: At the Dalton Highway (haul
road), caribou are staying west of road because of traffic; most of the time villagers don’t
participate in the planning process because they don’t understand it, are afraid of it; if the road is
opened to the public, there will be more people coming; in the end, we don’t benefit; maybe we
get 4-5 years of construction money, then it’s back to the way we were. Robert Sampson:
Nuiqsut folks benefit from the industry roads, they take advantage of them by driving to
Fairbanks in the winter. Ryan Anderson: We made a big effort to get to the people of
Anaktuvuk Pass, Umiat and Barrow early on, we learned a lot at the early stages about the
project and made some changes; now the US Corps is taking over the project, we’re the applicant
and not in the lead. [question]: Is the bridge a part of the project at this point? Ryan Anderson:
Yes; if the project’s intent is to get to Umiat, that’s in the initial plan. Ice roads cost
$150,000/mile, 40% cost for ice road, also has tax credits for the industry. There is an
opportunity to look at tax royalties and reduce tax credit; no formal commitment from any
resource agency but there is a lot of expressed interest from industry. Roy Ashenfelter:
Something for the State or Government to consider is that the lower 48 benefits from lower cost
of oil/gas, but rural villagers still have highest cost of oil/gas; the State seems to ignore this
factor. Tom Gray: These roads may be opening up areas for industry; but the impacts of roads
and people/industry changes our way of life. Is that worth the sacrifice? To me, this road is
speculation. Is industry going to use this road? My point is that we have roads, infrastructure,
TV, internet, all at a sacrifice to subsistence lifestyle; pretty soon it’s going to be all gone; from
my grandparents’ world, we live in the fast lane; the bottom line is the community suffers. Ryan
Anderson: These projects are state funded; money comes from your legislators-- write your
legislators. Ted Frankson: We’re still suffering and those guys are still rich; the Exxon oil spill,
the people still haven’t gotten their money.
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Ambler Mining District Access. (pages 169-179 in Meeting Binder) Report by Ryan Anderson
and Paul Karczmarczyk This project is focused on mineral resources; budget of $4 million;
we’re just starting this project; hardly have our feet off the ground on this one; we’re at the
‘reconnaissance level’ compared to the ‘permitting’ level for the Umiat Road. The primary
purpose is all-season access for mineral exploration and development; this could include rail or
road access; roads are 2.5-3 times the cost. Communities within the mining district include
Ambler, Shungnak, and Kobuk; we are beginning public meetings in communities; meeting with
Northwest Arctic Borough; meeting with community representatives about subsistence and
cultural concerns (pg 177 in Meeting Binder).
Discussion. John Erlich: Why did the study decide on Ambler/Shungnak/Kobuk when the
whole State benefits? Ryan Anderson: We had to start somewhere; we’re trying to keep it
focused, there is a lot of information about the Ambler Mining District. [question]: Are you
aware of asbestos in the area? Ryan Anderson: Yes. Tom Liebscher: There was also input from
other agencies about those three villages. Tom Gray: Putting in a road above Kotzebue, look at
all of the user conflicts there; if you put a road in above, then you’re inviting lots of conflicts.
[answer]: Need to add this research to the study now; in 3-4 months, there will be a summary
report offering a direction on how to focus the project. Benedict Jones: If you develop this road,
what mineral? [answer]: Gold/silver/lead/zinc combo; it’s called [xxx] Arctic deposit; it’s
supposed to be the largest deposit, but because of access issue, folks don’t touch it; also bornite
in the district. Roy Ashenfelter: What is the footprint?; what will this mining project look like
when it is done?; it’s not just a road, but mining impact?; putting the cart before the horse;
moving earth to get what you need. Jim Dau: Look at the Nelchina Basin, it has a road already,
a place with a big herd with a road; maybe next year, we could a have slide of what we have
now, what’s here (Nelchina); then a slide of what we will have in the future. Roy Ashenfelter:
Next year when we have industry speaking, we’ll try to have 2 hours set aside for them.
10g. Gates of the Arctic – general management plan amendment, NPS. (pg 129-136 in Meeting
Binder) Report by: Jobe Chakuchin, NEPA Specialist/Park Planner; Jobe_Chakuchin@nps.gov.
Beginning in 2009, the NPS Planning team began work on amending the park’s 1986 general
management plan. The purpose of a general management plan is to guide management of the
park’s resources, visitors, and facilities. These plans provide a vision for resource preservation
and visitor use that best achieve the National Park Service’s mandate to preserve resources
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. The Gates of the Arctic National Park
and Preserve General Management Plan Amendment will provide direction for stewardship of
the park’s wilderness. It will also include a wilderness study, which will consider whether or
not additional lands within the park should be proposed for wilderness designation.
With the release of a newsletter in February 2010, the National Park Service began seeking
public input into the Gates of the Arctic general management plan amendment. During this
initial 30-day scoping period, the Park Service conducted public meetings in February, March,
and April of 2010. Approximately 50 people attended meetings in the villages of Allakaket,
Alatna, Anaktuvuk Pass, Wiseman, Kobuk, Bettles, Shungnak, Nuiqsut, and Barrow; 29
people attended meetings in Anchorage and Fairbanks.
Members of the public were asked to comment by writing letters or submitting comment
cards to the park; sending an email or entering comments into the NPS Planning website; or
by speaking to park staff during the public meetings. Over 40 separate entries were analyzed
and the most frequently mentioned subjects were summarized. Substantive comments were
related to general planning issues; subsistence; wilderness; transportation, access, and
commercial services; development inside and outside the park; education and information
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programs; coordination with other land management agencies; local economic benefits of
park visitation; and actions that contribute to cumulative impacts to park resources.
Key components of this plan;
• Five draft management zones throughout the park.
• Four preliminary alternative concepts for amending the 1986 general management
plan that includes three action alternatives and a no action (status quo) alternative.
• Wilderness Stewardship Plan
[Editor: can’t fix forced page break]
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Some topics covered in this plan include;
• An outstandingly remarkable values evaluation of the six designated Wild and Scenic
River systems that include the Alatna, John, Kobuk, Noatak, North Fork of the
Koyukuk, and Tinayguk.
• Wilderness eligibility assessment of the preserve areas to account for the land
exchange that occurred at Anaktuvuk Pass, identification of additional mineral rights,
and the potential for a right-of-way across the Kobuk Preserve for the purposes of
surface transportation to the Ambler mining district (as provided for in ANILCA
section 201(4)(b)).
• Commercial services
• Backcountry visitor facilities
• Administrative and scientific activities
Topics not covered in this plan
• Subsistence management
• Anaktuvuk Pass Land Exchange
We have just finished the second round of public scoping for the 2010 Preliminary
Alternatives Concept Newsletter on November 15. As some public meetings were postponed
due to scheduling conflicts and weather, we have visited or plan to visit the following
villages/cities; Anaktuvuk Pass, Wiseman, Bettles/Evansville, Alatna, Allakaket, Shungnak,
Kobuk, Fairbanks and Anchorage.
The next phase of the plan involves review of all submitted public comments, as well as staff
workshops to further define the park goals (desired conditions) and to articulate the park’s
four qualities of wilderness character. This will help guide the planning team in refining the
preliminary concepts into full alternatives. We will begin writing the first draft of the General
Management Plan amendment throughout this winter in time for a review of the draft
Environmental Impact Statement by December 2011.
Current GMP Timeline:
• Begin Fall
• FINAL EIS Winter 2012/2013
• Draft EIS Fall 2011/ Winter 2012
• Public Scoping, Alt. & Zones Fall 2010
• Public Scoping Spring 2010
• Public Review Spring 2012
Discussion. John Erlich: What about the zones. Jobe Chakuchin: It is now a requirement;
zoning for ‘wild’ experience where there are limits, or encouraging folks to come.
Lee Anne Ayres: Are there any management factors that the Working Group should pay
attention to? Jobe Chakuchin: It’s a pretty remote place, hardly any roads, an intact ecosystem,
not too many folks come into the area; still is a pretty wild place, not sure with the scale of the
park that if would even come to being a problem for caribou; not encouraging development that
would spoil that; it’s very expensive to get in there; a trip to Noatak today is $4-5/gallon from
Bettles.
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11. NPR-A Planning Overview
11a. BLM Update, Bob Schneider and Lon Kelly, BLM. (handouts and slide show) Bob
Schneider announced that he is retiring in January and he thanked several folks on the WG;
remainder of this report will be given by Lon Kelly, Field Manager Bureau of Land
Management, Arctic Field Office, Fairbanks.
Roy Ashenfelter (speaking about Bob Schneider): You’ve stuck with us year after year, even
though Bureau of Land Management plans weren’t always welcome within the Working Group
mission. My hat’s off to Bob, impressed with the manner he’s conducted himself at the meetings,
he’s a real trooper…thanks! (applause)
Report by Lon Kelly. The new plan that will cover all of NPRA.
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[Editor: end of presentation by Lon Kelly, BLM.]
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Summary notes from slides:
There are 4 cooperating agencies. NSB, State, USFWS, Bureau of Ocean Management; there are
4 villages in the area, Wainwright, Barrow Nuiqsut, Atqasuk. BLM contacted 43 villages with
initial scoping. It is important to know the overall purpose of NPR-A is to provide for oil and
gas, also have a mandate to provide for resource protection, the Utukok Uplands, Teshekpuk
Lake area, Kisagluk Lagoon, and Colville River corridor. By doing the plan we have a new
assessment of the land that is out there; a lot of leases have expired or abandoned. NPR-A is west
of the main oil path now, no oil production coming out now; Anadarko’s prospects are operating
under four management practices. In 2010 USGS updated management accesses of resources;
projected gas reserves stayed about the same; oil preserves thought to exist declined by about
10% of previous estimates. We are doing land-use planning; what are the plans this plan will
answer? Which lands need attention?; by knowing planning issues subsistence areas are
important areas to mitigate impacts. There are species with special status: Steller’s eiders,
spectacled eiders, bowhead whales, polar bears. The planning schedule will formulate
alternatives and mid-summer will have draft internally reviewing with their partners; by winter,
the draft will be on street for comments; by the end of summer 2012 we will be ready with final
plan and have a record of decision. Scoping comments have been received: from Barrow, focus
on cumulative and health impacts; from Fairbanks, the WAH should be protected!; from
Atqasuk, how will our new fire regime be managed? (they had big fire a couple of years ago);
from Nuiqsut, we prefer roads to runways, control nonresidents, ensure local access.
Quyanaqpak—(thank you).
11b. WACH WG committee comments on NPR-A, John Schoen, Chair of Resource
Development Committee. The WG submitted scoping comments to Bureau of Land
Management on September 30, 2010; Summary of 10-page comment letter (page 181 in Meeting
Binder):
TO:
Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group
FROM:
John Schoen
DATE:
December 10, 2010
SUBJ:
Scoping Comments on the NPRA Plan
Last summer, 2010, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) formally announced its new
planning effort for the National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPRA). The purpose of the new
Integrated Activity Plan (IAP) with the associated Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will
be to consider management of BLM-administered lands within the NPRA.
The new NPRA Plan will apply to the entire 22.1 million acre NPRA, including all lands
within what was previously the Northeast, Northwest and South planning areas. The NPRA
Plan will replace all the previous plans. As stated in the July 28 Federal Register notice : “the
BLM will work collaboratively with interested parties to identify the management decisions
best suited to local, regional, and national needs and concerns” including groups such as the
Western Arctic Caribou Working Group (Working Group).”
When BLM announced the new NPRA Plan it was noted “most issues relate to management
of oil and gas activities and the protection of resources and residents of the region from those
impacts in the NPR–A. Of special note are impacts to the resources and uses of the area near
Teshekpuk Lake and to the Western Arctic Caribou Herd.”
Working Group Scoping Comments
The NPRA Plan will address management of important lands that affect the Western Arctic
Caribou Herd (WAH) and the Teshekpuk Caribou Herd (TCH), including calving areas,
seasonal ranges and habitats used by the herds as well as the people who use and value this
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resource. BLM asked for “scoping comments” to help the agency identify the management
decisions and natural resource values that should be addressed and the issues that should be
analyzed. The Working Group submitted written comments to BLM regarding the WAH and
TCH.
As in the past, Working Group comments focused primarily on issues related to the protection
of caribou habitat. The Working group recommended that BLM provide permanent protection
to WAH migration corridors and all seasonal core habitats for both WAH and TCH within the
NPRA.
A Summary of the Working group’s written comments include:
 Habitat Protection – Maintaining access to high quality habitats used seasonally by
caribou is essential for long-term conservation of Alaska’s Arctic caribou herds to
ensure that subsistence and other uses are not compromised. Important habitats
identified by the Working Group include calving grounds, summer range (including
insect relief habitat), migratory area (including identified travel corridors) and winter
range.
 Climate Change – The Working Group recommends that the NPRA Plan consider
climate warming/climate change and its effects on caribou, habitats and ecosystem
relationships.
 Caribou Habitats and Populations – The Working Group requested that BLM work
cooperatively with State and other federal agencies to inventory and monitor seasonal
habitats of the WAH and TCH.
 Oil, Gas and Coal-bed Methane – Consistent with past written comments, the
Working Group stated the position that no leasing or activities associated with
development of oil and gas or coal bed methane should occur within the primary
calving ground, critical insect relief habitat or migratory corridors within the planning
area. These seasonal ranges should be considered exclusion areas.
 Mining – Consistent with past written comments, the Working Group stated the
position that no mining activities should occur in the core seasonal habitats. Mining is
presently prohibited within the NPRA by federal law. BLM should make no
recommendations to change that law in order to allow mineral entry within NPRA in
the future.
 Traditional Ecological Knowledge – BLM was asked to work with representatives of
Native villages throughout the range of the WAH and the TCH and to incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge into the NPRA Plan.
The North Slope Borough (NSB) also submitted written comments on the NPRA Plan in
which it endorsed the recommendation of the Working Group in its request that BLM not
lease within primary calving habitat (90% kernel analysis) and critical insect relief habitat
(75% kernel analysis). The NSB also endorsed the recommendation that hard rock and coal
mining remain prohibited within NPRA as provided by current law.
A copy of the Working Group written comments to BLM regarding the NPRA Plan is
attached along with a map of the NPRA showing the primary calving habitat (90% kernel
analysis) and critical insect relief habitat (75% kernel analysis) areas for the WAH and TH.
John Schoen: The Working Group represents 40 villages and other interests, we can influence
people; our scoping comments are very parallel to NSB scoping comments; parallel interest in
protecting WAH caribou; first priority is habitat protection; second is mining, BLM should
make no recommendations to change the law which currently restricts mining; there should be no
new mining; third, BLM needs to incorporate calving and insect relief areas within NPRA to
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protect. We learned that BLM captured the WG comments in their report; they didn’t respond
directly, it’ll be in the report. I’m pleased BLM is taking an area-wide approach to this plan; the
area wide plan makes a lot of sense ecologically. We feel Bureau of Land Management has
reached out and is interested in what the WG has to say; this is the kind of thing that our
comprehensive plan can do. [Editor: WG request to email the map to members].
Discussion of NPR-A session. Benedict Jones: There are several complaints from Nuiqsut,
white fish didn’t go up to the Colville River because of the Haul Road (ice road), the fish are
sensitive to noise. Lon Kelly: This sounds like TEK, I don’t know that we are studying that
question, don’t want to duck the question. BLM manages the left bank as you go downstream
[Editor: north side of river]. The ice roads go across State and native village surface land. John
Schoen: Colville River represents southern and eastern border of NPRA and Umiat is a little
block of state land. Tom Gray: Does it tie to an easement or road already? Lon Kelly: It’s
possible to put a surface road there from Fairbanks, there aren’t any access roads to it now.
Geoff Carroll: BLM did a real good job protecting the important areas. Jim Dau: I second the
comment from Geoff [Carroll]; in NPRA don’t lose site of the big picture; there is importance on
both sides; I think we’re going to get more out of our data than we have in the past. John
Schoen: As Steve Machida said the first day, we should resubmit our request to the State on the
critical use area again to the new ADF&G Commissioner. Bob Schneider: During my
presentation to the WG at the Egan Center, BLM does have an Area of Critical Concern: it takes
in the area west of the map’s highlighted section of insect relief; it is in the plan already.
Announcement: Put your phones on vibrate or meeting, be respectful. Make this
announcement at the beginning of the next meeting.
12. Summary Discussion: Web-page
Web page development by agencies includes a sub-committee approved by the WG in December
2009; this group provides agency support (expertise and money)
Motion to do a web page development by Tom Gray, seconded by Elmer Seetot. Question
called. None opposed, motion carries by voice vote.
Form a committee to address inclusions for web page: Roy Ashenfelter, Tom Gray , Larry
Bartlett motion by John Schoen, seconded by Verne Cleveland. Question: (none) motion
carries.
Discussion. Roy Ashenfelter: Just be cautious, everyone has access to it; will decide by
committee the results and information will be dispersed by email to the group.
13. Summary Discussion: Revisions to 2003 Cooperative Management Plan
Discussion. Lee Anne Ayres: The population element was part of the plan that didn’t get worked
on in the groups during the working lunch. We’ll now hear an update from Jim Dau and Kyle
Joly on that part of the Plan. (pages 80-90 in the Meeting Binder). Jim Dau: On page 82
population management levels are some of the revisions to the plan. Kyle Joly: The old plan
covered high, medium, low levels; the new, we formulated a new chart, see page 82 figure 2.1;
this chart starts with State subsistence levels of 8,000-12,000 and works up and down each row
of the chart with a 25% change. Jim Dau: The main thing for the chart is the trend of change;
don’t put too much stock in the population numbers at each level; if the population level is
declining, we’re going to be more conservative vs. if the population is going up, we’re going to
be more liberal; the chart doesn’t lock us in to these numbers; the numbers are provided to lock
us in to reality. We’ve been harvesting 14,000-15,000 total, with all hunters. If you want to
simplify the chart, the top two levels functionally are really no different; the main difference
between liberal and moderate affects the agencies, it doesn’t affect hunters. At the Technical
Committee on Monday we talked about tightening the whole section up; move the laundry lists
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back into an appendix; put the info into table format so you can see what we’re doing or not
doing; we want to focus on the problems [in the herd].
Roy Ashenfelter: The first action for the group is to accept figure 2.1 page 82 of 118. Motion to
accept by John Schoen, seconded by Tom Gray. No discussion; motion carries.
Motion to move liberal management plan into an appendix made by Verne Cleveland, seconded
by Larry Bartlett, no discussion, motion carries.
Jim Dau: A step down plan dealing with harvest, a harvest plan, would get into nitty-gritty if
dark days ever arrive; there would be a plan for those levels. Roy Ashenfelter: What we could
do as a step down plan, within a year or two, we could have a step down plan; there could be a
media outlet in the region; or law enforcement that needs to be addressed; biological issues,
hunter needs, things in the critical management stage; we can develop that within a year or two
and then bring to the Working Group and discuss it; this is the area in orange and red on the
chart. Mike Adams: I agree with Roy Ashenfelter; in reality, people would keep hunting for
whatever food they need; elders say, hunger knows no law. Tom Gray: We have 400,000
animals and a big expansive area and if crashes we will have a smaller user group of people. Roy
Ashenfelter: Your idea will be included in the plan. Jim Dau: With a harvest plan, any
suggestions [from the WG] would go to Board of Game (BOG) or Federal Subsistence Board,
not to the biologists [Dau or Joly]; this would be a good thing to have in place. Tom Gray: As
herd gets smaller, user area decreases, will need to regulate guides; when you go to the BOG, we
will need to take a stand on priority of what user group takes priority of the caribou. Kyle Joly:
At the lower end of the chart (population), sport hunters would already be cut out due to state
law; maybe similar to muskox hunting on the Seward Peninsula; the Feds have muskox permits
too.
Motion to develop a harvest management plan by Tom Gray. Seconded by Frank Kavairlook, no
discussion, motion carries. Roy Ashenfelter: We will put this on next year’s agenda
Jim Dau: The Porcupine Caribou Herd has a harvest plan, so maybe we can model the WAH
harvest plan after the Porcupine Herd harvest plan?
Lee Anne Ayres and Tina Moran: We looked over the comments from the break-out groups on
the 2003 Cooperative Management Plan; We need 4 or 5 WG members to volunteer to be a
group to review the comments and compile them into a revised draft of the 2003 Plan. Tom
Gray, Larry Bartlett, Benedict Jones, Verne Cleveland are the members volunteering to help
compile this information.
14. Business Meeting.
14a. Approval of Minutes – December 2009. Motion to approve minutes of last meeting and
executive summary of the minutes by John Schoen approved by Tom Gray—for both minutes.
Motion carries.
14b. Membership/Committees. Peter Bente: We should review the vacancies of membership on
the WG and Committee memberships (page 4 of Meeting Binder). Larry Bartlett: I will contact
name Jared Cummings, Golden Eagle Outfitters, Kotzebue as a nomination for Transporter
Chair; this chair is currently vacant.
The WG members discuss a process to select Chair and Vice Chair, as officers of the group.
Motion for second term of Roy Ashenfelter as Chair by John Schoen, seconded by Tom Gray.
Motions unanimously approved. Motion carries. The Chair seat comes up again for approval in
2013.
Roy Ashenfelter: Thank you for supporting me as Chair; the Vice Chair is in good health, he’s in
Lower 48 at Bureau of Land Management meeting. Nominations are now open for Vice Chair.
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Ron Moto: I nominate Tom Gray. Tom Gray: I decline the nomination and would like to
nominate Phil Driver. Larry Bartlett seconds the motion. Tom Gray: Phil has been very good
for the Working Group. Motion carries. The term of the Vice Chair is staggered and ends in
2012.
Roy Ashenfelter: For the committees, if you don’t have any problem with all of the committees,
we can just keep committees the same.
Motion to keep same committee names by Sally Custer, seconded by Cyrus Harris; motion
carries.
14c. Caribou Trails – suggestions for next newsletter. Suggestions from the group discussion
include: Elder story - Benedict Jones on snaring wolf; Mildred Black, our visiting elder. Larry
Bartlett: Each issue should have topic on meat care, since meat care always comes up during the
meeting; I can work with Meghan on that topic. John Schoen: There should be an update on the
BLM NPR-A plan. Lee Anne Ayres: We should ask the agencies what things they have done on
the management plan activities; the things that are getting accomplished; summarize that in
Caribou Trails; I’ll volunteer to help with that. Tom Gray: Include information on the impacts
of roads on caribou. Roy Ashenfelter: Any other new topic suggestions? [none]
14d. Approve WG Committee Reports. This was completed by WG when committee reports
were presented (December 14, Agenda Item 5).
14e. Old Business. [none]
14f. New Business.
1. Suggestion earlier in meeting that Caribou Round Table be organized by regions and
summarized in a meaningful way (narrative or database).
2. Suggestion earlier in the meeting to develop a caribou atlas that gives name of parts of
the animal in different languages.
3. Letter to Secretary of the Interior about complex federal programs. Earlier in the meeting
it was suggested that concerns from the WG be written in a letter to Secretary of Interior,
related to the information that Michael Baffrey (DOI) explained to WG. Motion by John
Schoen, seconded by Verne Cleveland; motion carries.
4. Motion approved earlier in the meeting to request Critical Habitat Areas for WAH by
writing to Commissioner, ADF&G.
5. Suggestion earlier in the meeting to do more video topics- if you have ideas, go to the
committee on education.
6. Provide comments on Transportation Plan to DOT (Alexa Greene) by February 2011
deadline. Alexa has provided a comment form for folks to complete. The Working
Group should decide as a Working Group. Tom Gray: We should to add the comment
form to the web page so everyone can comment. Roy Ashenfelter: Will this be put on the
web page?; if the deadline is February 2011, all should comment and encourage our
villages to comment too.
7. Web-page committee and actions were approved earlier in the meeting.
8. Cooperative Management Plan revisions and actions were approved earlier in the
meeting.
14g. Assignments. List of actions from earlier in the meeting. [Editor: see Appendix: List of
Motions; Appendix: List of Actions/Requests]
14h. Next Meeting Date. (discussion of potential dates) Motion to meet December 6-8, 2011 in
Anchorage by Elmer Seetot. Larry Bartlett: Can we pick dates so it doesn’t conflict with Big
Game Commercial Services Board? Roy Ashenfelter: We need non-native hunters [those
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members attending the BGCS Board meeting] in our group to assist us with our group and
making decisions; the motion has December 6th for Technical Committee meeting and 7-8 for the
full Working Group meeting in Anchorage. Simon Pollock: I prefer earlier dates. Motion
seconded by Tom Gray, motion carries.
Larry Bartlett: I’ll find out when the BGCS Board meeting is. Roy Ashenfelter: This conference
room is the largest room we’ve had to date; I like the different arrangement for the table and
chairs. Pollock Simon: I like this location too; could you plan on meeting at Clarion next year?
[End of Business Meeting].
15. Closing Comments.
Peter Bente [Agency Representative] thanks Cynthia Callivroussi for helping getting the folks to
the meeting; thanks to BLM for the meeting contract; thanks to the agencies for helping to
prepare for the meeting; thanks to Karen Mitchell, ADF&G for taking minutes during the
meeting.
Ted Frankson: Thanks to the committee for allowing me to attend. I like who we work with,
good people, glad the chair and vice chair are keeping their seats, thank you all for coming.
Percy: Thanks for allowing me to observe and the work of this group. Buckland area supports
the work of the WG; good meeting.
Sally Custer: Good to be here, informative meeting, thank you Roy for your leadership, Happy
Holidays.
Mike Adams: I’ve realized it’s a two-way street and how we can all help to preserve our way of
life. Thanks to all agencies, and Roy, making sure things fall into place; I have a nomination for
next year’s guest speaker.
Tom Gray: Thank you and have a happy and good holidays; thanks to all the agencies that
participate here. Reindeer Herders have a council that reports to them, and it’s like this scenario
here, they always have good relationships with the agencies; we all come from different walks of
life, but have subsistence as common goal.
John Schoen: Thanks and I think we’re making a difference, and I thank you all.
Elmer Seetot: Thanks to all, we have to travel long way, maybe bring our native foods too;
network in a way; this is how we do it.
Larry Bartlett: Thank you all and looking forward to improving our relationship and thanks all
who sit in our chairs (positions); without leadership we wouldn’t move forward.
Benedict Jones: Thanks to all of the agencies, really like to work with you on wolf control
program, you have more wolves than we do. I’m also working with Yukon Fisheries
Association managing fish harvest up and down Yukon River into Canada. Last year Tanana
Chiefs did a resolution to restrict first pulse closure to get more fish in the spawning grounds.
This closed the first pulse for 10 days and helped a lot; sampling at Koyukuk River indicated this
has helped. I’m also working with Moose Management Plan in Koyukuk River; really interested
in putting up a harvest quota; when we first started out, we had 700 drawing permits, then cut
down to 400 as moose population declined; now that population is low, there are only allow 50
permits.
Ron Moto: Thank you for a good meeting, thank you Roy and all the people behind us doing the
work. Merry Christmas.
Pollock Simon: I’ve been on the WG ever since the committee was formed and he keeps coming
back; thank you and staff for making things easier for us. Thank you Peter, see you again next
time; this is a good Working Group and I like being here.
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Frank Kavairlook: I’m thankful we all come to consensus and agree on a lot of stuff; I’ve been
involved with this Working Group and Beluga Whale committee; it’s always good to go home
and report good news.
Cyrus Harris: Thank you for accepting him to come as an alternate; this educates me as to what
goes on in these meeting; before coming to these meetings, I read the Caribou Trails, listened to
radio, but didn’t know what went on during these meetings exactly, until now when I’m
participating.
Verne Cleveland: Thank you for chairing meeting Roy and all of the work; I liked getting
information via email.
Charles Saccheus: Thanks all the caribou members and F&G for giving us all the information;
people love the Caribou Trails; my village always thanks me for being in the WG and giving
hunters information on the status of caribou; it’s the largest herd in North America; wish all a
Merry Christmas and safe trip home, may God bless you all.
Peter Bente: I’ve handed out flash drives to each member; all the meeting materials are on the
flash drive, it’s the same thing that’s in your binder, just electronic files.
Roy Ashenfelter: Thank you for reelecting me, I appreciate that; for our meetings, we plan these
things out and try to accommodate time and are learning to plan more time; it’s all a learning
process; I think people appreciate break-out sessions to get things done; within our group it is a
good way to move ideas within working group.
Cynthia Callivroussi: Thanks to everyone for being patient; it was great to work with
everybody.
16. Adjournment.
Motion to adjourn made by Roy Ashenfelter, seconded by Verne Cleveland, motion carries.
Meeting ended at 5:15 PM.
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Appendix: List of Motions. [Gray highlighted text, as noted in the Draft Minutes]
Motion to approve agenda by: Charles Saccheus; Seconded by John Schoen; motion carries by
voice vote.
Motion to seat the nominated members Grant Klotz , Percy Ballot, Robert Sampson by Verne
Cleveland Sr, Seconded by Frank Kavairlook; discussion: Percy is here representing RAC;
Robert is here representing Raymond Stoney; motion carries by voice vote.
Motion to move letter to ADF&G Commissioner on critical habitat to the Resource Development
Committee by Tom Gray; seconded by Verne Cleveland. Motion carries by voice vote.
Motion to do a web page development by Tom Gray, seconded by Elmer Seetot. Question
called. None opposed, motion carries by voice vote.
Form a committee to address inclusions for web page: Roy Ashenfelter, Tom Gray , Larry
Bartlett motion by John Schoen, seconded by Verne Cleveland. Question: (none) motion
carries.
Population Management revision: the first action for the group is to accept figure 2.1 page 82 of
118. Motion to accept by John Schoen, seconded by Tom Gray. No discussion; motion carries.
Population Management revision: Motion to move liberal management plan into an appendix
made by Verne Cleveland, seconded by Larry Bartlett, no discussion, motion carries.
Motion to develop a harvest management plan by Tom Gray. Seconded by Frank Kavairlook, no
discussion, motion carries.
Tom Gray, Larry Bartlett, Benedict Jones, Verne Cleveland are the members who volunteer to
help compile harvest management plan information.
Motion to approve minutes of last meeting (2009) and executive summary of the minutes (2009)
by John Schoen approved by Tom Gray—for both minutes. Motion carries.
Motion for second term of Roy Ashenfelter as Chair by John Schoen, seconded by Tom Gray.
Motions unanimously approved. Motion carries. The Chair seat comes up again for approval in
2013.
[Motion] to nominate Phil Driver. Larry Bartlett seconds the motion. Tom Gray: Phil has been
very good for the Working Group. Motion carries. The term of the Vice Chair is staggered and
ends in 2012.
Motion to keep same committee names by Sally Custer, seconded by Cyrus Harris; motion
carries.
Letter to Secretary of the Interior about complex federal programs. Motion by John Schoen,
seconded by Verne Cleveland; motion carries.
Motion to meet December 6-8, 2011 in Anchorage by Elmer Seetot; the motion is December 6th
is Technical Committee meeting and 7-8 is the full Working Group meeting in Anchorage.
Motion seconded by Tom Gray, motion carries.
Motion to adjourn made by Roy Ashenfelter, seconded by Verne Cleveland, motion carries.
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Appendix: List of Actions/Requests [Yellow highlighted text, as noted in the Draft Minutes]
We can maintain Caribou Round Table or break out into regional groups. When you look at the
agenda, breaking into groups would take 1-2 hours. Doing this may reduce hearing reports from
other folks. Financial decisions are considered, each day we are here, it costs (money).
Different region are represented here—we need to put the names of the parts of the caribou on a
picture in the different region language and in English.
Technical Committee (TC) recommends that the WG contact the Secretary of the Interior to ask
how the ‘voice of the WG’ can be heard in the federal process, as an alternative to simply
providing scoping comments.
TC recommends that more detailed biological information and justification be prepared by
including private land managers, legislators, and other affected parties, so a complete package
requesting Critical Habitat Area (CHA) can be resubmitted to ADF&G.
TC believes the WG should decide the content, scope, and details of the website to meet the
needs of the WG and the intended users (audience).
TC recommends that it be simplified by moving the management actions to an appendix.
TC recommends that the WG create a group or committee to work on developing a ‘Harvest
Management Plan’ that can be a more detailed step-down process of generalized harvest
recommendations presented in the Population Management section of the PLAN.
TC recommends that the hunters or users be involved in the discussion of study design, and that
the WG be involved in helping to identify the important questions or objectives to be considered
by this project.
TC is seeking recommendations from the WG on caribou maps released to the public.
TC recommends that the wording in the PLAN be revised to reflect the broad approach to
evaluating the condition of the herd.
We should work with Benedict Jones next year to make a presentation, since his knowledge is
very good.
Next year we will get the right DOT people here to talk to us about the roads project.
Maybe next year, we could a have slide of what we have now (roads and caribou), what’s here
(Nelchina); then a slide of what we will have in the future.
Next year when we have industry speaking, we’ll try to have 2 hours set aside for them.
Next year we need a designated computer show person (Brandon Saito?).
Editor: request to email the John Schoen NPR-A map to Working Group members.
We should resubmit our request to the State on the critical use area again to the new ADF&G
Commissioner.
Put your phones on vibrate or meeting, be respectful. Make this announcement at the beginning
of the next meeting.
Put harvest management plan on next year’s agenda
We should to add the comment form (DOT roads) to the web page so everyone can comment.
Roy Ashenfelter: Will this be put on the web page?
Could you plan on meeting at Clarion next year?
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I have a nomination for next year’s guest speaker [from Mike Adams].
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